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Abstract. Technology forecasting is helpful for enterprises to achieve  innovation at a high rate of 
speed. Forecasting technology maturity and evolution potential of products, developing proper 
strategies and locking technology development direction in the future are important contents of 
technology forecasting. This paper uses TRIZ technology forecasting method and researches relevant 
patent information in the analysis process of cotton picker technology. By comparing fitting curve and 
standard curve and drawing evolutionary potential radar map, we forecast the technology maturity and 
potential evolution direction of cotton picker. The conclusion proved that TRIZ technology 
forecasting methodology has a great significance in improving success rates of product innovation and 
shortening the invention circle.    

Introduction 
With the technological development and economic growth, how to improve the success rate of 
innovation to the greatest extent and reduce the cycle of the invention become the key to win our 
competition[1]. Technology forecasting is a process that technological innovation subjects project the 
technology direction in the future, choose potential development route and speed up the innovation on 
the basis of fully mastering  all kinds of information and using the scientific method according to their 
own development goals[2]. 

Any prediction research to succeed depends on whether the researchers find the past development 
rule and get the information and data which influence and determine the future development trend. The 
statistics of the World Intellectual Property Organization shows patents    contained 90%-95%  
technology information in the world.  Compared to other information resources, patent documents 
have many characteristics, such as original in contents, format specifications  and scientific 
classification[3,4]. Therefore, we choose patent literature as the basis data of technology forecasting. 

Technology Maturity Mapping. 
Technology maturity mapping is a method to predict the evolution degree of technology system. The 
purpose is to speculate which stage the current technology stay in  the technology lifecycle, and assist 
enterprises to make appropriate development strategy according to the characteristics of different 
stages. 

Patent Characteristic Curve. Altshuller inspected how the product performance, number of 
patents, level of patents and product profit are changing in time through analyzing nearly 1.25 million 
pieces of high level invention patent. And he draw the patent characteristic curve that embodied the 
evolution laws of technology system, as shown in Fig. 1. 

It is difficult to obtain patent performance and product profit in practical analysis, therefore Darrell 
Mann proposed two kinds of special patents: symptom curing patents and cost reduction related 
patents. And he draw the curves how these two parameters are changing in time, as shown in Fig. 2. 

S curve and S curves. The evolution of technical system characters with "S" sharp, and runs 
through the four stages of S curve: infancy stage, growth stage, mature period, decline phase, as shown 
in Fig. 3. S curve completely described  the life cycle of a technical system[5]. 
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Fig. 1 Patent Characteristic Curve 

 
Fig. 2 Characteristic Curve of Special Patents               Fig. 3 Four Stages of Curve Development       

When technical system evolves to a certain degree, reaches development point and enters decline 
phase, inevitably, there will be a new technical system to replace it. Thus existing technology replaces 
the old technology, and new technology replaces the existing technology, over and over again, S 
curves formed.  

Technology evolutionary potential forecasting. 
Specific to the evolutional status and evolutionary potential of each technical system, it is need to 
choose evolutionary route under the guidance of evolution model to forecast evolutionary potential.                       

Technological evolution model. Several domestic and overseas TRIZ gurus put forward different 
evolution models on the basis of Altshuller′s traditional evolution  theory. These theories include 
Zusman′s[6] directed evolution and guided technology evolution proposed by Fey and Rivin[7]. In this 
paper, we use Altshuller′s eight  evolution laws in the research process. These laws include: complete 
technical system, the path of energy transfer, concertedly evolving, alternating dynamic, unbalanced 
evolution of subsystem, evolve to super-system, evolve to microcosmic and field application added, 
improve idealized degree.  

Technology evolutionary potential radar map. Technical systems evolve to different degree 
along the different evolution models, and we use technology evolution potential radar map to forecast 
the level of evolution. Each ray represents an evolution route. Use Numbers to quantify evolution 
routes and current states of the technical systems, and then link these dots representing current 
evolution statue in different evolutionary lines. In the diagram, the shadow zone means evolution 
process that technical systems have finished, and the clear area represents potential evolution fields. 
The bigger the clear area, the greater the evolutionary potential of technical system. 

Application instance.  
Cotton picker is a cotton harvesting machinery, which takes the place of manpower to pick cotton. The 
main ways of picking cotton are air suction, comb tooth, belt type and spindle type, among them, 
spindle is the most important and studied picking cotton way. Next, we will proceed technology 
maturity mapping aimed at spindle picking technology, and forecast evolutionary potential of cotton 
picker technical system. 

Inputting the keyword "cotton picker" in Chinese patent announcement, we retrieved 38 authorized 
patents for inventions and 285 utility model patents from 1995 to 2016. After getting rid of 9 irrelevant 
patents for inventions and 35 irrelevant utility model patents according to IPC, and merging 21 
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repeated patents between patents for inventions and utility model patents, finally we got 258 valid 
patents.  

Maturity mapping of spindle-type technology. In this paper, in order to proceed technology 
maturity mapping, we extracted 102 valid patents applying the principle of spindle from 1997 to 2016. 
These patents′ application number, patent level and the number of symptom curing patents are as 
shown in Table 1. 

Table 1  Statistics on Number and Level of Patents 
Year Number of Patents Level of Patents Number of Symptom Curing Patents 

1997~1998 1 2.2 0 
1999~2000 2 2 0 
2001~2002 3 2 1 
2003~2004 5 1.8 2 
2005~2006 4 2 1 
2007~2008 13 1.77 3 
2009~2010 16 1.63 6 
2011~2012 19 1.38 9 
2013~2014 33 1.36 14 
2015~2016 6 1.33 6 

Then,  we analyze the data in Table 1 and draw patent characteristic curve, as shown in Fig. 4. 
Compared with the standard curves, we can draw a conclusion that spindle cotton picking technology 
has entered decline phase. 
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Fig. 4 Characteristic and  Standard Curves   of Spindle type Cotton-picking 

Evolutionary potential forecasting of cotton picker. We select 7 evolution route on the basis of 
analysis of 258 valid patents related cotton picker. And then quantify the evolution degree, 0 means 
that technology begins to evolve along a certain evolution route, the greater the number, the higher the 
evolution model. In the end, sequentially link all the dots representing current evolution status, we got 
the technology evolutionary potential radar map of cotton picker, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Evolution route 1: Reduce human invention 

 
Evolution route 2: Increase freedom 

 
Evolution route 3: Controllability 

 
Evolution route 4: Remove impurities 

 
Evolution route 5: From single to multiple 
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Evolution route 6: Functional grouping 

Evolution route 7: Simplify subsystem 

 

 
Fig. 5 Technology Evolutionary Potential  Radar Map of cotton picker 

Conclusions 
(1)The above technology maturity prediction result shows that spindle type cotton-picking technology 
has entered a recession since 2015, so the development of cotton-picking technology should go into a 
new S curve, namely enterprises should further develop alternative technologies to optimize product 
performance.  

(2)The result of technology evolutionary potential forecasting shows that cotton picker technologies 
still have great evolutionary potential on the aspect of cotton impurities removing. Actual situation also 
confirmed that the development of impurities removing subsystem is slower than other subsystems. 
The evolution route of impurities removing offers us a researchable evolution direction. 
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